MADE expo 2019: GET AN ONLINE PREVIEW OF THE CATALOGUE FEATURING
ALL THE EXHIBITING COMPANIES
This year the event will feature a vast number of top quality companies and
products from the worlds of construction, architecture and interior design.
Milan, 12th December, 2018. MADE expo, Italy’s most important international
event for the world of construction and architecture has published a preview of
the catalogue featuring exhibiting companies at the ninth edition to be held in Milan
from 13th to 16th March 2019. The main theme will be quality of living, a topic that
will be developed through combining training opportunities and in-depth
information with the chance to experience the latest and most relevant product
news hands on, thanks to the distinctive MADE approach.
Using this approach the event offers an all-round experience that allows designers in
particular to choose the most suitable components and products with which to give life
to their ideas.
The catalogue is in a constant state of evolution since more and more companies are
joining and taking part in the event and as of today more than three quarters of
the exhibition space has already been covered.
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MADE expo is a platform for dialogue in one place for all those involved in the
supply chain who want to be a driving force behind the construction industry, pushing
it to resume its growth process.
This role can be clearly seen from the quantity and quality of companies that are part
of the catalogue preview. In fact a number of leading companies in their respective
sectors will be present at MADE 2019, confirming expectations of finding a wide range
of top quality products and services at the event from the worlds of
construction, architecture and interior design.
Companies that appear in the catalogue and which can be found at the event’s four
different themed halls (MADE Construction and Materials, MADE, MADE Building
Envelope and Windows, Interiors and Finishes and MADE Software, Technologies and
Services) include Cadorin, EffeItalia, Epson Italia, Emilgroup, Faraone, Garofoli,
Gibus, Graphisoft, Internorm Italy, Italserramenti, Mapei, Manni Group,
Marcegaglia, Metra, Porcelanosa Group, Rubner, Sistem Costruzioni, Velux
Italy and Wall & Déco.
"The significant number and quality of the companies that are continually joining MADE
expo are confirmation of the attractiveness and appeal of our event which has
proven to be the main focus and stage for the entire building and architectural sector.
We are also involving pivotal figures from leading associations representing the
world of construction and materials as much as possible" said Massimo Buccilli,
President of MADE expo.

"The wealth of what MADE has to offer reflects the liveliness and dynamism of a range
of companies in the sector that are able to react to market trends and the current
context with innovative solutions and powerful connection skills" concluded Buccilli.
The full catalogue can be accessed at the following link:
http://www.madeexpo.it/esporre/catalogo-espositori.html
MADE expo 2019. The real sin is not being there!

MADE expo, whose ninth edition will be held in March 2019 at Milano Rho Fiera, is the
leading trade show in the Italian architecture and construction sector with more than
100,000 professional visitors. The event is organized by MADE eventi s.r.l., and is
promoted by FederlegnoArredo and Unicmi.
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